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Understanding and utilizing perspective-taking abilities (Theory of Mind, ToM) is vital for 

successful communication. Previous research has suggested that individuals with language 

difficulties may also have difficulties or differences with how they interpret and exhibit 

perspective-taking. Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) are critical members of the 

comprehensive team that supports these individuals; however, little is currently known about 

how SLPs approach intervention and therapy while incorporating ToM topics. We surveyed 86 

practicing SLPs about their experiences incorporating ToM into therapy. SLPs reported which 

students they worked with on perspective-taking, how frequently they targeted various skills, 

and what they looked for in books to target these perspective skills.

1. What students do SLPs work on perspective-taking/ToM concepts with?

2. How frequently do SLPs target various ToM skills within therapy activities?

3. Most SLPs work on ToM in conjunction with other skills (86%). 

4. What components of children’s literature do SLPs report are the most important 
when selecting books to work on ToM/perspective-taking?

• SLPs work on perspective-taking and understanding emotions 

(and thoughts/beliefs to a lesser extent) with students who 

have many different disabilities (not just autism). 

• The majority of SLPs use children’s books to target these 

skills using the following criteria for selecting books: 

Ø Emotions displayed in pictures

Ø Behaviors reflects thoughts/beliefs

Ø Characters have dialogue

• Online survey responses obtained through snowball and 

convenience sampling may not be representative of all SLPs. 

• Participants had limited opportunities for elaboration due 

to multiple choice question format.

• Future research should examine the evidence for using 

storybooks in interventions to target perspective-taking 

with individuals who have language/ToM difficulties.
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Children’s books provide a great platform to discuss various 

perspective-taking skills. Instructors can: 

• Select books in which illustrations clearly depict characters’ 

emotions. Discuss causes and effects of their emotions.

• Explicitly point out characters’ thoughts and beliefs and 

draw connections between those mental states and their 

actions or dialogue.

• Incorporate books that depict multiple perspectives and 

point out these differences. Examples: 

Abstract

Participants completed an online 

survey consisting of 26 questions 

asking about their clinical 

experiences, perceptions, and 

definition of Theory of Mind. 

Participants were recruited using 

flyers posted to social media and 

word of mouth. 
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Results Discussion

Applications

Understanding others’ perspectives including thoughts and feelings (also referred to as 

Theory of Mind, ToM) is an important component of communication, particularly for 

individuals with communication challenges as language and ToM are highly intertwined1,2,3,4. 

Westby and Robinson5 provided a framework for ToM components spanning both inter- and 

intrapersonal skills as well as cognitive (thoughts) and affective states (emotions). A number of 

different populations have shown differences or delays in acquiring and utilizing ToM abilities 

including individuals who have autism6, Down syndrome7, and language disorders8, and who 

are Deaf and hard of hearing9. Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) are critical members of the 

team that supports these individuals; however, little is currently known about how SLPs 

approach intervention and therapy while incorporating ToM topics. 
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Content Addressed in Conjunction with ToM
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There is a lesson discussed in the text

Others' perspectives are overtly discussed in the text

Characters'  thoughts/beliefs about someone else's
thoughts/beliefs are discussed in the text

Characters have a mistaken belief and act according to their
mistaken belief but the reader knows the truth

Characters' own thoughts/beliefs are discussed in the text

Characters' own emotions are discussed in the text

There is dialogue between characters

Characters behave in a way that reflects their thoughts/beliefs

Characters' own emotions are displayed in the illustrations

Proportion of SLPs

Extremely Important/Important Neither Important Nor Unimportant
Unimportant/Extremely Unimportant
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Understanding what others think/know about a third person's thoughts

Recognition of complex and subtle emotions

Determining how others are cognitively appraising the situation

Inferring what others can see or how something appears differently

Motor imitation with or without objects

Figurative language, sarcasm

Awareness of what someone intends; interpreting their behaviors

Awareness of what someone knows, doesn't know, remembers

Reading conversational cues for turn taking and responses

Cognitive flexibility: there is more than one way to do a task

Pretend behaviors

Rules for conversational interactions

Prediction of person's/characters' emotions/behaviors in a situation

Understanding reasons or causes for emotions

Inferences of persons'/characters' emotions from situations

Strategies to regulate one's own behavior/emotions

Identifying emotions in self and others

Reflection on one's own knowledge/emotions

68% of SLPs use 

children’s books 

when working 

on ToM.
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Research questions

1. In what ways do SLPs incorporate ToM topics into intervention?

2. What components of ToM are typically targeted by SLPs in school-based settings?

3. What guides SLPs’ incorporation of perspective-taking within children’s literature?

Male (7%)

Female (93%)

Gender Identity (Self-report)

More than master’s 
degree (6%)

Master’s Degree
94%


